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LANGUAGE AND ORTHOGRAPHY 

‘ey na’
ya’ ta’

apa khabar
ailou kabar ailau kabar aloo kabar alau kaba ailau khabar



maɪə baɪə
haɪə
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mãɲã’ manya’

Symbols Pronunciation 
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e leher bait
ɛ get 
ʉ hus moon
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ɔ au
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ɲ banyak señor 
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‘ duduk
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Changing Pathways: Forest Degradation and the Batek of 
Pahang Malaysia
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Our shaman went to Japan today, he looked at the earth. The earth over 
there is damaged. If the earth is repaired, there won’t be a problem. He 
went and looked at the earth below Japan today. There are many  
[spirits] over there, in the underworld and in the upper world. The shaman 
took threads he was given by the  spirits. Like the [cosmic] threads 
I told you about. [‘eyWauh illustrates by drawing a jumble of long web-
like threads in my notebook]. This is Japan [points to notebook picture]. 
Before, there was a huge tsunami over there and the earth had been 
damaged. The shaman tied the threads to hold  [the underground 
rainbow snake] in place and to close the earth. He attached took threads 
here, and there, everywhere threads, like a spider’s web. He took all the 
threads and weaved them together. He saw the broken earth and he used 
the threads to pull the earth back together. That is what the shaman did 
over there, in Japan. 
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 cannot writhe anymore over there in Japan. I tell you  is now 
held firmly in place, the threads he tied, all those threads, threads, threads 
… Threads here and threads there, everywhere he made threads. Now  
is held in place. She can’t writhe anymore. Japan is now safe, it’s good. 
Keep a lookout this year, it won’t happen again, in the next few months, 
the shaman said it is safe now. The old man went to Japan. I heard he has 
come back now. You check the newspapers. The shaman helped the people 
of Japan. They are safe now. But they should help us as we helped them. 
If they can send us some money it will be good, they will be safe. But if 
they don’t want to help us, maybe it is finished for them in the future. 

tiwŋiw teween

tɔm os
ay djum bincang

menang tali’
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Purity and Danger: 
An Analysis of Concepts of Pollution and Taboo

naga’ 
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cenil ‘ai djum

tali’

bayang benang ‘angin

cənɔy
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Figure 1. Orang Asli population by Malaysian governmental categories 2

Category Ethnic subgroup

Negrito

Total Negrito Population 3,507 3,671 5,009

Senoi

Total Senoi Population 60,633 79,156 97,856

Aboriginal Malay

Total Aboriginal Malay Population 49,401 58,403 75,332

Total Population 113,541 141,230 178,197
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ORANG ASLI 

Pagan Races of the Malay 
Peninsula The Jungle 
tribes of the Malay Peninsula 
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NEGRITO AND SEMANG 
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Batek Negrito Religion: The World-View and Rituals of a Hunting 
and Gathering people of Peninsular Malaysia

Changing Pathways: Forest Degradation and the Batek of 
Malaysia
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Ramayana
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Laluan Penarikan (Wheatley 1961)

menteri raja
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agama haram

Orang 
Liar Sakai
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SHARING, PERSONAL AUTONOMY AND NON-VIOLENCE 

sakel
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KINSHIP, NAMING AND SOCIAL PLASTICITY 

kaben gob

bah
ta’
bə’

bɛr
to’ 

pənəwa’

kənmɔh bətɔl

na’X ‘eyX ya’X
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Anarchic Solidarity
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EMERGING INEQUALITIES AND SOCIAL CHANGE 

penghulu batin
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Orang Liar
Orang Jinak
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COLLECTION AND TRADE OF FOREST FLORA AND FAUNA 

‘awey Calamus caesius baɳkol
Aquilaria gahuru

cəmcom Calamus castaneus
Pandanus

 

GATHERING 

Dioscorea
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Figure 2. Manya’ women preparing fruit after a bountiful harvest. 
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HUNTING AND FISHING 
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Figure 3. Batek Dè’ children outside a lean-to at Was Keniyam in May 2010 
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FOREST CAMPS 

hayã
hayã’

kəmam
kəlamin
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VILLAGES 
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hijabs

 

FOREST-PERIPHERY SETTLEMENTS 
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Egalitarian Islands in a 
Predatory Sea
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‘ai djum
langoi

nyop Mimosa pudica
nyop

A long time ago, my grandparents, my ancestors, were moving through 
this area. At this time, my mother didn’t have a husband she was only 
little. I don’t know everything, I’m just telling you the story I heard. When 
my grandfather’s group was here this was just one big rock, it was not 
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broken like it is today. People were camped here looking for food and 
hunting ʉ  (common banded leaf monkeys, L. Presbytis femoralis). At 
this time this rock was not broken [he points towards a large granite rock 
about 20 metres in height that has broken into two sections]. When the 
people were packing up camp to move to the Peset river, my grandfather 
looked up there [‘ey Wauh points to the top of the rock]. He saw one of 

 helpers who was working up there. No-one else could see anything 
but my grandfather was a shaman, he could see. When my grandfather 
looked, he saw  helper, who was making a path for a thread 

 My grandfather saw one of Karei’s hala’ (spirit helpers) 
digging here. He looked and could see the spirit making a path (halbəw). 
He was using a digging stick ɳ  to break the rock. My grandfather 
saw him. He saw the spirit hala’) digging through the rock. All of Karei’ 
helpers have digging sticks and machetes ɛɲ  which they use to dig 
down. No-one else could see the spirit. My grandfather saw all this while 
he was walking past here. The people moved further upstream Tɔm Peset 
to forage. They set up camp, collected food and stayed there for a week or 
two. But when the people came back, down this path, they could see the 
rock had been broken, it had been broken in half.  helper had 
broken the rock into two here. He was making a path from the celestial 
world straight down to the underworld. This is a path so that Karei can 
follow down to where the  (underword rainbow snakes) live. He was 
making a path with a thread  to connect the upperworld with 
the underworld. When he finished work, he went back to the sky world. 
He was making the threads so the  cannot writhe. The ‘ai djum who 
live in the mountains and rocks around here hold the  in place so 
they cannot writhe. When the people came back here the rock was broken. 
My grandfather was a shaman. He saw that  helper was making a 
path before the rock was broken. This is what the people said happened. 

naga’
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‘ai djum 

‘ai djum
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langoi
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tɔm te’
həp keto’ tɔm

tɔm wɔɳ tɔm na’ 
tɔm wɔɳ

cenil

Long ago, the  lived on earth. At this time, everyone lived together 
and had human-like forms. One day, everyone was fed up with eating raw 
food and wanted to eat cooked food. But Kasat [the sambar deer], held all 

landschaft
landskaber Landschap landskap
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the fire between his antlers and refused to share it with the other people. 
Despite protestations from everyone he stubbornly refused to share the 
fire. One-day, crafty Pelanuk [the mouse-deer], came up with a cunning 
plan to relieve Kasat of this precious substance. He told Kasat that he had 
head-lice and offered to pick them out of the large deer’s hair. Kasat lay 
down and Pelanuk began delousing him. As soon as Kasat fell asleep, 
Pelanuk began knocking the embers off Kasat’s head and everyone else 
started picking them up and using the fire to cook yams. But Kasat soon 
awoke and realized what was happening. He gathered up all the embers 
and put them back between his antlers and ran off. But clever Pelanuk 
chased him and grabbed on to Kasat’s mane. As Kasat ran across the 
world, Pelanuk knocked the fire off his head and the pair left a trail of fire 
which the other cenil gathered up and could use to cook their foods. This 
is how people got fire.  

After cooking their food with fire, the people soon got thirsty after eating. 
But when they went down to the river to fill their bamboo sections with 
water, their drinking vessels remained empty. This was because greedy 
Cangkai  had hidden all the water. All the animals went to 
Cangkai and asked him to share the water but he refused to part with it 
and wouldn’t tell anyone where he had hidden it. Shrewd Pelanuk guessed 
that Cangkai was hiding the water within his fat belly and devised a 
cunning plan. He crept up behind Cangkai and thrust a sharpened bamboo 
straight into his back. Cangkai croaked in agony as the water pissed out 
of his back. As he hopped off across the land, the streams, rivers, lakes and 
seas were created from the water gushing out of him. Pelanuk followed 
after him naming the waterways as they were formed. 

cenil
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cenil

cenil
hala’ ‘asal

cenil
hala’ ‘asal
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cenil and hala’ ‘asal

cenil hala’ ‘asal cenil

cenil

cenil

cenil  

One day, Kancil (the mouse-deer) asked all the animals to partake in a 
competition to see who was the strongest. He persuaded everyone to take 
turns in kicking a huge tree in the forest. Whoever, managed to kick the 
tree down would be the winner. Gagoh (the elephant) went first, he kicked 
the tree again and again but he could not succeed. As he kicked the tree, 
his feet and legs swelled up and he transformed into his current form. Next, 
Telebas (the sun-bear), took his turn, and began kicking the tree. But like 
Gagoh, he was unsuccessful and as his feet swelled up he transformed into 
his bear form. Each cenil animal took its turn but no-one managed to 
knock down the gigantic tree. As each cenil repeatedly kicked the tree, 
their feet and lower legs, and eventually their entire bodies, transformed 
into the forms of the animals we know today. As the Cenil transformed 
into the different animals Pelanuk named them one by one: “Now you are 
Gagoh (elephant), now you are Telebas (honey-bear) and so forth”. As 
their physical bodies transformed into the forms of animals, their cenil 
souls became invisible and took up residence in the beautiful subterranean 
world. 

Tragulus kanchil Sang Kancil
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pelanuk
cenil cenil

. 
cenil

hala’ ‘asal
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cenil 
hala’ ‘asal together separate

‘ai djum
hala

sakai pangan

kaben
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cenil’s

cenil Mawong Met Ketop Karei 
Leway cenil

cenil
 

cenil
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naga’
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Baji’
 naga’

naga’

Capoi
Ya’ ‘Aroc

bayang

naga’

te’

naga’

naga’

naga’
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naga’

tolaŋ naga’

naga’
cenil 

cenil
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Long ago, our ancestors were staying at the cave here. One evening during 
their stay some people had broken a serious prohibition by laughing at a 
millipede. This infuriated Baji the rainbow snake, Capoi the underworld 
grandmother and Karei the thunderlord. Quickly, Capoi began tunnelling 
upwards causing Baji’ to writhe. Early the next morning, the sky darkened 
with Karei’s thunder clouds and torrential rains began pouring down. As 
thunder claps boomed through the sky and cracks of lightning ripped 
apart the heavens, the earth opened up and groundwaters surged forth 
through the earth flooding the entire area and drowning everyone. Two 
men, who had been off hunting kaldʉs (common banded langur; L. 
Presbytis femoralis) nearby, also drowned after being frozen in one spot 
by Karei. Since this time, we are forbidden to hunt in this area and it is 
strictly prohibited for anyone to climb this limestone hill. If anyone does 
attempt to climb the rock it will grow higher and higher into the sky. The 
rock descends deep underground. A Batek shaman tried to escape by flying 
up a magical thread to the top of the karst. From there, he tried to fly up 
towards the heavens but Karei cut his magical thread killing the man and 
fixing his soul within the karst. The cave at the bottom of the hill is filled 
with the ghosts (sei’ sei’) of the people who died here. We are afraid of 
entering the cave because the ghosts can be heard wailing and grunting 
inside. Only one man escaped from here to tell the story. 
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Karei

tailine lawac 

Figure 4. Batu Kabang 
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tailine  lawac pilngal

 

lawac
tailine

malaŋ
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lawac 

 tolah 
cemam 

dos
reway punén

tailain
lawac, cemam tolah

tailain tlaɲ
telaidn

telaiden
telòden naga

talañ
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naga’ tailain lawac 

Karei and Baji’ are furious. Thunder claps explode above the village like 
explosions of dynamite. The pounding of heavy rain against the 
corrugated iron roof of the house we are in is deafening. Flashes of 
lightning illuminate the faces of people huddled in the entrances of their 
huts. Powerful winds rush through the village. Streams race past the 
houses and water seems to be flooding up from the ground itself. I quickly 
pull out my camera, hoping to catch some of the chaos of the scene. Batek 
friends yell at me to put it away. The flashing of the camera would further 
anger Karei causing the storm to worsen. Din, a young man aged about 
17, is rocking backwards and forwards, holding his head in his hands. He 
looks very stressed and anxious. Earlier in the day he committed  
by laughing at a butterfly and he is worried that this has caused the storm. 
He grabs his machete, cuts his shin, and lets blood drip into a plastic cup. 
He mixes the blood with water and circles the cup over a fire while making 
an incantation directed to the thunder lord and naga’. He then walks into 
the rain, throws the blood over his left shoulder and right shoulder and 
carries on the incantation. Finally, he recites the same words while 
throwing the blood upwards to the left and the right. Everyone hopes the 
odour of blood will appease Karei and Baji’ and the storm will calm. 

naga’
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ai djum. 
connect

separate

naga’

naga’ bayang

bayang 
pel-eng 

naga’
ɲawa’

ɲawa’

hala’ hala’ tahan 
fruit spirits
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lawac tailine

naga’

naga’ 

gob

Batek həp gob
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Batu Tebogn has a very old story but I am frightened to tell you. I’m 
frightened [laughs nervously] but I will tell you. Long ago, people were 
camped here. One day, when most of the people had gone to the forest a 
man stayed here in his lean-to. He was making his blowpipe (bəlaw) and 
his poisoned darts (təŋlac). His niece (bɛr) also stayed here at her lean-to. 
After some time, the man got itchy. He wanted her. He wanted to have sex 
with her straight away. He was itching for sex! [‘ey Wauh scratches his 
body excitedly and laughs]. But Karei was watching them from above. He 
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could see the two of them. He could see they were having sex. He flew 
down and took the couple. He took them up to the top of the rock. [‘ey 
Wauh points to the top of the rock]. He took them up there, that is where 
they died. Their blood (yap) now stains the rock. You can see it there today 
[points at red marks on the karst]. Their souls now live within the rock. 
We cannot climb this rock otherwise we will die too. 

Figure 5 Batu Tebogn. 

 

tamam
lõ’
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Long ago, Karei (thunder) lived with his brother Leway (the honey bee) 
and their mother Capoi (the earth deity) here on earth. When he lived on 
earth, Karei cultivated various crops such as bananas, cassava, yams and 
rice. He lived just like a Malay. His brother, Leway was different, he lived 
like a Batek. One day when Leway was out hunting, Karei became 
sexually aroused and raped his mother Capoi. When Leway returned and 
discovered what had happened he became furious. As they began fighting, 
Karei took a torch and tried to burn his brother. Leway fled but then 
returned and repeatedly flew about stinging Karei [metamorphosing into 
his bee form]. Karei fled and took his current abode in the sky-world. 
Leway also ascended to the celestial realm but to a separate place than his 
brother. Their mother Capoi descended into the subterranean depths and 
became the earth deity.  
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gobar

 

bawac Macacus nemestrinus

Ɛŋ
tengku 

hala’
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incorporation embodiment
transformation
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surau

Figure 6. Letters written at Kampung Tom Ki Ying 
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‘ai djum hala’ ‘asal

naga’

naga’
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being
“between” difference engine

naga’
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baju
sarong pakai

ɲawa

kwang; Argusianus argus

, hong hong kuwach
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hala’ ‘asal
ai djum

hala’ 
‘asal ai’ djum

punishment

exchange sustenance and giving
transmission sharing 

curing
predation

consumption
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as if

moyang
kemalik  

tulah

tulah kemalik
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kənmoh 
pənəwak

naga’

naga’
. naga’ 

cip
cam suroŋ

talak

hala’ ‘asal

hala’ 

naga’
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pangan

beg yah ‘anyok
Panthera tigris jacksoni Neofelis 

nebulosi

hala’ 
‘asal

sakai pangan

hala’ tè’ hala’ mana
hala’ ‘asal

hala’
pakai bayang

hala’ asal
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hala’

hala’

Hala

hala’ hala

hala’ ‘asal
hala’

hala’

 hala’

hala
hala’-
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hala’

hala’

At Mangkin, a small forest-edge settlement on the south-eastern border of 
Taman Negara, a group of elephants have just emerged from the forest on 
the hill opposite the village. The elephants soon begin eating bananas and 
trampling through cassava gardens that the villagers have planted. Two 
men, who have been watching the elephants with me, begin calling to the 
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elephants. “Hey that is our food you have eaten! Why don’t you go back 
to the forest and eat your own food? We need those bananas, leave some 
for us.” The men do not seem angry despite the fact that in recent months 
elephants have destroyed hundreds of rubber trees around the village and 
demolished several huts. The men’s tone is friendly and humorous, 
intended to cajole the elephants to move on rather than scare them away. 
After about ten minutes, the elephants disappear back in to the forest. 

Apin, ‘ey Dengwong and Wol, three friends from Post Lebir, are camped 
deep within Taman Negara along a tributary of the Lebir River collecting 
rattan. It is early morning and the three friends have just woken up. Wol 
is lying face down and moaning in pain. He slipped over several days ago 
and cut his backside. The wound is now infected and he finds it difficult 
to move about. Apin hears a noise and signals to the others. Listening 
intently, Apin and ‘ey Dengwong both hear something large approaching. 
Despite Wol’s protestations, the friends grab their belongings and quickly 
leave the camp. A group of several elephants are rapidly approaching. The 
men speed up pace but the elephants are now moving faster and are 
definitely following them. Increasingly worried, Wol tries to forget his 
injury and the men begin to run. The elephants are definitely angry and 
are charging through the forest. The men rush up a small river, climbing 
over rapids until they reach a waterfall. They climb the slippery rock face 
and hide behind the cascade. A group of four female elephants emerge 
from the forest trumpeting angrily. The elephants definitely want to harm 
the men but fortunately there is no way they can get close enough. It is a 
standoff and the men wait freezing under the waterfall for several hours 
until the elephants eventually leave. In recent months, numbers of 
Vietnamese and Cambodian poachers have been targeting elephants 
within the park for their valuable ivory. The men are sure that the angry 
elephants want revenge for a male member of their herd who they guess 
has been killed by a poacher. 
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kaben

pel-èng
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bi loy beri
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hala’ 

hala’ bəw
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hala’
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hala’

lih
ɲawa’ angin bayang

ɲawa’

ɲawa’

ɲawa’
ɲawa’

Ɲawa’
kelangès sop ros

berkòl
ɲawa’ 

angin
 ɲawa’ 

tom ɲawa’ bulan hala 
‘asal 

hala’ ‘asal bayang

ɲawa’ ‘angin nyap hala’ 
‘asal ɲawa’ tom
mun

ɲawa’ tom
ɲawa’ 

angin

ɲawa’ pisang

ɲawa’
bayang bayang

sarong baju
pakai
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hala’ ‘asal 

sarong baju

ɲawa ,

hala’ ‘asal
hala’ ‘asal

 ɲawa’ bayang semangat

semangat,

‘ai djum
langoi 

penyakit .
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piñlòñ
hali’ ayam

gahuru   kemoyen Styrax benzoin
for 

with

 

langoi
‘ai djum langoi batek

langoi 
‘ai djum ‘Ai Djum Te’ ‘Ai 

Djum Jekob Baji’ ‘Ai Djum Naga’ ‘Ai Djum 
Os ‘Ai Djum Tom
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hala’

‘ai djum langoi
hayã 

hayã

pakai 
‘ai djum

‘ai djum
teween

When you dream and you meet a gibbon and you get knowledge from him 
you can no longer eat gibbon. If you dream of a turtle you cannot eat turtle 
again. If you dream of a monkey you cannot eat monkey again. 

lawac tailine

beri
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 hala’ 
hala’

hala’

ilmu penyakit
hala’

penyakit
penyakit .  penyakit

penyakit

hala’ penyakit

penyakit hala’
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cemam

cemam

cemam
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reway
reway

Reway 
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hala’

reway
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hala’ ‘asal
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a priori

jaga’

cənɔy
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In the early 1960s when he was about eighteen years old, ‘ey Lalang began entering 
altered states during which he visited fantastic areas of the cosmos. On one of his first 
journeys, he embarked upon a strenuous underwater journey to the realm of the 

. To reach the depths of the underworld, he swam for twenty-
four hours passing many things of beauty, snake-like beings and huge fish. “I saw 
many . It was really difficult, the fish and  could eat 
us!” When he arrived in the subterranean realm, ‘ey Lalang walked along a narrow 
path between lines of enormous  who had “bodies the 
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sizes of mountains”, “eyes of fire” and “huge teeth”. “They were huge and could easily 
have eaten me!” 

After his voyage to the underworld, he flew upwards to the celestial realm. He 
passed through various sky worlds, travelling great distances with the aid of small 
whirring wings attached to his ankles. He eventually reached the realm of Gobar, the 
thunder deity. Due to the powerful flashes of lightning which were emitted from 
Gobar’s eyes it was impossible for ‘ey Lalang to see his true form. 

From the heavens, ‘ey Lalang looked down on the entire world and its peoples: 
Malaysia, England, America, Africa, China and India. “Up in the sky, I saw Kota Baru 
and England, from above they looked tiny! They were so near and so small. Even if 
they are big, from up there they looked tiny! I could see America. It was so close. I 
could see it! I could see it all. Woah!” He contrasted the sky-world to his forest home, 
“There were no trees in the upper-world it was like a beach. There were no animals 
either.” He described the celestial realm as populated by collectives of strange human-
animal hybrids and other human-like beings: “Some had monkey’s tails, they were 
just like Batek but with tails. Others were like birds but human, they were good. They 
had their own languages.” He also described seeing bipedal beings with hairy bodies 
but no hair on their heads. These frightening beings “had sharp claws and were dressed 
in rags”. ‘ey Lalang described how they got excited when they caught the scent of a 
human and how he was worried they would hunt him down with the intent of 
devouring him. “They wanted to eat people like tigers do”. He also saw “strange negros” 
[using the English term] living in territories close by, noting “We can’t be friends with 
them. Negros here on earth are fine, no problem, but the negros there we can’t befriend. 
They could eat us!” He described how he could somehow access all these places on earth 
from his celestial position: “I could go wherever I liked, but if I went to the place of the 
negros I would die. I could see the Chinese, Indians, Pakistanis and White people down 
below. It was a long time ago, long ago. I forgot my own language. I forgot how to 
speak Batek. I went to twelve countries. I was up there for about a week. When he 
returned to earth, he found his Batek camp so noisy he had to run away to the forest 
and suffered from sporadic convulsions caused by the powerful spirits he had 
encountered  

naga’
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Figure 7. ‘Ey Lalang at Kuala Koh 
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Bulok Makok 

Long ago, there was a strange man who lived in the forest named Bulok Malok. He 
met a group of Bateks and stayed with them for about three or four years. He married 
two Batek women and one of his wives soon became pregnant. One day, when the three 
of them were in the forest, the man suddenly became crazy and began to eat his own 
flesh. His companions were obviously very frightened. His wife that wasn’t pregnant 
quickly climbed up a tree to hide. His pregnant wife couldn’t climb the tree so she fled. 
Little by little the man ate up all the flesh on his body and then sat down and rested 
in a big pool of his own blood. He then took a small piece of wood and used it as a 
toothpick to remove pieces of his flesh that had become stuck between his teeth. After 
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discarding the toothpick an ant picked it up and climbed the tree where his wife was 
hiding. As he watched the ant climb the tree the man saw where his wife was hiding. 
His hunger returned and he wanted to eat her too. However, because he had eaten all 
his flesh and muscles, he was just a skeleton and couldn’t stand up. He could only 
scream. When his wife saw him, she was terrified. She quickly climbed down the tree 
and the man tried to attack her. She hit him with a big stick and smashed him to 
pieces. Then she took his bones and burnt them.

Cakawet 

One day, a man went to the forest looking for food. He soon found a rambutan tree 
and climbed it to pick the tasty fruit. After a short time, a strange old woman walked 
up to the place the man was. The woman said she was hungry and wanted to eat 
kaldus . The man who was halfway up a rambutan tree 
harvesting the fruit immediately realised the old woman was really a dangerous 
cannibal who wanted to eat him. He threw some fruit down to her, suggesting it was 
monkey meat. Smelling the fruit, the old woman kept up the pretence that it was 
monkey but could smell the odour of the man on the fruit. As she became excited, she 
started to play with herself, fondling her breasts and vagina which created a strange 
music. The man was frightened by the music and knew the woman wanted to eat him. 
When she left to get an axe to chop the tree down, the man hurriedly climbed down 
from the tree and fled back to his camp.
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There are two types of and . 
 are very big and usually dwell in rivers.  

are like humans and they live in different places in the forest. When we 
sleep, our souls ( ) travel, and go to other places in the area. If a 
batak meets my soul he will attack me. He’ll take me to back to his house, 
in a cave or a tree. He will then chop me up and cook me with vegetables 
and eat me. It is like when we go hunting animals. and  hunt 
our souls in the same way that we hunt animals. Sometimes when we 
move through the forest we visit places but we don’t know they are the 
homes of a batak or djinn. These beings take our souls and when we return 
home we start to feel ill. This is because the  are cutting up our 
souls with their knives. If they chop us up completely and eat our souls we 
die, it is finished. But if a  helps quickly and kills the  we 
live. Batek eat the animals of the forest, monkeys, siamangs and others. 

 eat our souls, it is the same. 
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In early July 2012, after being awoken by the crows of cockerels, I find the large 
resettlement village Post Lebir quieter than I remember. The village looks much the 
same as it did a few years ago, but things have changed substantially. Many areas 
where rubber trees used to grow are now overgrown, and there are many more cars, 
scooters, and cell phones. My friend Apat, whose family I am staying with, has just 
awoken and is tinkering with his moped. Apat’s room is filled with various tools and 
equipment he uses to fix cell-phones—a skill he learnt during an internship in Kuala 
Lumpur a few years previously.  Hung, Apat’s elder brother, is visiting with his Semai 
wife for the weekend. Hung works for the army as a border patrol guard—his job 
involves moving through the dense forest along parts of the Thai-Malay border trying 
to prevent smuggling. We pop into ‘ey Boroi’s (another of Apat’s brothers) house a 
couple of doors down to grab a quick breakfast of coffee and biscuits. A few children 
are playing with plastic toys in the front room. Boxes and bags of rice, biscuits, tea, 
sugar, coffee, and cooking oil line the walls. ‘ey Boroi and his wife na’ Boroi opened a 
small shop in their home a few months ago to sell basic food-stuffs to other Bateks. 
People mill in and out of the shop picking up things they need. Alongside income from 
the shop, ‘ey Boroi also earns up to 800RM ($250) per month from the JKKK (the 
Village Development and Security Committee) which he has been working for since 
2007. His responsibilities include: writing letters, taking rainfall measurements and 
completing forms so villagers can get birth certificates and national identity cards. 
Fourteen other men in the village work for the JKKK but they only earn around 50RM 
each ($16) as they have less responsibilities. On Sunday, he is meeting Malay officials 
in Kuala Krai to discuss Batek land issues. His plan is to encourage officials from 
Kelantan’s government to create a special land reserve for Bateks to ensure that future 
generations will have some kind of economic security. At the moment, neither the 
national government, nor the state governments of Kelantan, Pahang or Terengganu 
recognize any Batek claims to land. Ey Boroi is one of the few Bateks I know who work 
through official channels to try to get Bateks land rights. 
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Apat’s family are keen to tell me about changes in the village. As kids rush by on 
their way to the village school, Apat tells me that all the rubber trees in the village, 
which were previously the main source of revenue for villagers, have been cut down 
and are yet to be replaced. This has completely transformed the village economy and 
pushed most people further into poverty. Agus, one of Apat’s younger brothers, has 
moved to the Klang valley where he works as a lorry driver. Their mother, Berangus, 
has split up with her husband Tikus who is currently in Pahang visiting friends but 
lives with his new wife at Aring 5.  

Last time I visited, Berangus and Tikus were using Tikus’ car as a mobile shop 
and would drive to various Batek settlements selling basic food-stuffs and goods. This 
is a family of entrepreneurs. Berangus tells me that she and many other women in the 
village are now attending adult learning classes held at the school in the village to 
learn basic numeracy, and literacy. Berangus is a sought-after mid-wife and worked 
in hospitals in her youth and also trained in Batek traditional midwifery. Despite only 
being a nominal convert to Islam, like most Batek women in the village she wears a 
loose head-scarf as a sign of Islam to please Malays and to keep them off her back. 
People tell me that JAKOA (the Department of Orang Asli Development) and JAKIM 
(the Department of Islamic Development) have joined forces in the village. Officials 
from both departments consider everyone at Post Lebir to be Muslim. 

Hung tells us about a Batek woman living in Taman Negara who is worried she 
may have contracted AIDS, a disease which cannot be cured through traditional 
means. Supposedly, some Bangladeshis and Indonesians who work on the palm-oil 
plantations around the national park have the virus and she is panicked she may have 
caught it. The subject of conversation switches and Hung proudly tells me about his 
adventures on the Thai-Malay border and shows me his blowpipe and darts that he 
takes with him. He says his job can be dangerous due to heavily-armed gangs of 
Vietnamese, Thai and Cambodian poachers who roam Taman Negara and other 
forests hunting tigers and elephants and searching for highly valued gahuru 
(eaglewood). Hung compares the blowpipe to a gun but says blowpipes are superior to 
guns as they are silent. After breakfast, Apat and I head to a small side stream to wash 
as there is currently no running water in his house. 

Not long after we return, Apat, Hung and ‘ey Boroi leave for Kota Bharu, the state 
capital of Kelantan, to sell some forest produce to a Chinese middle-man. I sit inside 
Apat’s home with his mother and his sister Bangie. Soon, another brother, Pox, pops 
over from his house just opposite. Pox helps me label a few photos on my computer 
until a huge thunder squall shatters the calm. We are forced to stop using my computer 
due to taboos which prohibit using any technologies during storms as they could anger 
the thunder lord. Pox tells me of his plans to leave Post Lebir with his wife and young 
child and move to Taman Negara to follow a more forest-based way of life. Another 
of his brothers, ‘ey Baryen, now spends a lot of time at the forest-edge settlement of 
Baryen where his daughter was born (and named after the small stream there). Later 
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in the day, I hear that Pox has become more interested with shamanism and is 
recognized for his knowledge about certain spirits and the medicinal qualities of forest 
plants.  

After the storm resides, I hike a couple of kilometres to the upper end of the village, 
known as Macang, bumping into various friends and acquaintances in cars or on 
scooters on the way. When I ask what people are up to, virtually all the men reply “yek 
cip ba-həp” (I’m going to the forest) or “yek cip cam gahuru” (I’m going to look for 
gahuru). Most household economies here are now almost completely reliant on men 
collecting and selling eaglewood or other forest-products. A few families have 
temporarily relocated to forest-periphery settlements such as Baryen for a few weeks 
or months but most families have opted to stay in the village. Men regularly leave in 
small groups of two to four people, leaving their families for anything from a few days 
to a few weeks to collect flora and fauna for trade. 
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Map 3. Post Lebir 
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Look at our land. The earth is a body. Imagine it was your body. [He 
scratches at his arms and chest mimicking the action of a digger clawing 
at his body] We would become sick if we were treated this way, wouldn’t 
we? The earth is sick now because the forest, its skin, has been stripped 
away. Without the forest it is getting too hot, and now it’s being hurt by 
the mining too. 

naga’
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naga’
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There are no original trees  around here anymore. The gob 
[Malays and Chinese] have cut everything down [he points across the 
Lebir River]. We love ɛɳ the forest and the original trees but now it 
has all gone. I long for  them. This is our land, the land of our 
parents and our ancestors, we love this land. How can we live without the 
forest? (Bolek, December 2012, Post Lebir)  

Close the book. That is enough for now. I can’t tell you more today, just a 
little at a time. I’m frightened of the gob [Malays]. They will get angry if 
they hear us. Just a little at a time.  

.
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He is hot, hot with anger, he is not frightened anymore. 
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Figure 8. Batek Dè’ women adorned with fruit blossoms (photo credit Vivek 
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bangsa

plurilogue 

pluripresence

It is early evening on a sweltering evening in mid-July 2013, around a year after the 
events described in the previous chapter. I am seated with friends on the concrete floor 
of a small government-built house. This is the home of na’ Kunc,’ and ‘ey Kunc, the 
parents of Kunc (pronounced coin) a twenty-year-old Batek bachelor who has worked 
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with me over the last year as a research assistant. Kunc normally lives with his aunt 
in the village of Hariŋ (Aring 5), but his five youngest siblings live here with their 
parents. The small room is crowded with people: Kunc; his parents; their neighbours 
Batin Bolek (my adopted father and the JAKOA appointed headman at Post Lebir) 
and his wife Halik, a well-respected bidan (mid-wife); Bolek and Halik’s middle-aged 
son ‘ey Ajas; Tom Kraft and Vivek Venkakaraman (two American anthropologists I 
have been working with over the last month); Kunc’s parents; and myself. 

The simple house was built by JAKOA (the Department of Orang Asli 
Development) as part of their programme to resettle, ‘develop’ and assimilate the 
Batek into wider Malaysian society . Like other houses that JAKOA has 
constructed in Orang Asli resettlement villages across the Malay Peninsula, the 
building is a small and simple structure consisting of four concrete walls covered by a 
corrugated iron roof. The main room is separated from two small bedrooms and the 
kitchen by flimsy plasterboard walls. A rolled up pandanus mat and a blow pipe are 
propped up in the corner behind a small television balanced on two boxes of clothes. 
In the evenings, families often congregate here to watch films together, anything from 
Bollywood classics to Hollywood blockbusters. Favourites during my fieldwork were 
burlesque comedies such as the British show ‘Mr Bean’ and ‘The Gods must be Crazy’, 
a film about Kung Bushmen who people often described as ‘Bateks just like us!’ 

The walls of the front room are decorated with photos of Malay models cut from 
magazines and school pamphlets, and an impressive number of medals that Kunc and 
his siblings have won at school for athletic and scholarly activities. Several pictures 
that children have drawn adorn the walls. One depicts a beautiful Malay woman 
wearing a  (the Malay headscarf). The image of the Malay woman evokes a 
certain ambivalence, especially due to its positioning, just above a painted image of a 
Batek man dressed in a  (bark skin loincloth), his arms outstretched proudly 
holding a gibbon he has just blow-piped. Batek men no longer wear loincloths and 
hunting is rare in this area, although it remains a highly valued activity. The child’s 
image of the Batek hunter is almost identical to the frontispiece in Kirk Endicott’s 1979 
book . In an act of mimetic reproduction, the alterity of 
‘modern’ village life is excessively mirrored while simultaneously emphasizing Batek 
pride as batek ə  (forest people). A third picture shows Malaysian Airlines flight 
MH370 flying over the rainforest, the plane which mysteriously disappeared on its 
way from Kuala Lumpur to Beijing. Satellite televisions mean that Bateks are well 
aware of life beyond the forest; news stories quickly pass from group to group as people 
move back and forth from villages to forest camps carrying information of local 
resources, gossip and national and international events. 
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simultaneously real, like nature, narrated 
like discourse, and collective, like society

lawac lih

Our place of origins is Wɔs Terengganu (the mouth of the Terengganu 
River). In the beginning Terengganu was Batek land. Terengganu was the 
first place that we came to. We won’t go far from the borders of 
Terengganu or the headwaters of the Pahang River because we follow the 
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ways of our ancestors.  (Malays) say that Wɔs Terengganu is Melayu 
but really it is Batek. In the beginning, rice, tea and sugar were all Batek 
foods. The original sugar is ə  (honey). We followed the original way 
of life. In the beginning there were no trees, no countries, nothing. Tohan 
(the creator) then made the first man and woman from the earth. He gave 
us life. We can’t take life away, we can’t ɛ (kill or hit). I am Pasir Bin 
Liling, I can’t kill people, it is  (prohibited) to kill. All the Orang Asal 
know this. We should love each other not kill each other. This is what 
Tuhan [the creator] said. Menteri Lai (Bolek and Pasir’s grandfather) said 
that we cannot kill any humans. We follow this. We love each other, we 
cannot kill. All the Orang Asal know this. 

Pasir

sayɛɳ sakɛl

lawac

lawac
gobar naga’ . 

tolah cemam

hala’ ‘asal
ɲawa’ angin
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tolah
lawac

 tolah 

batu bersih

Tuan Bay used to give us rice and tobacco. He knew we were poor. Tuan 
Bay asked Menteri Lai and our ancestors about  (iron ore) a 
long time ago. There is a lot here in the hills. Menteri Lai told him there 
was iron ore at the Aring River. Tuan Bay said “you are the original people 
( ) and these original stones are yours, this land is yours”. He 
saw the iron-ore and visited the places but no mining was started [due to 
the Japanese invasion in 1941-1942]. Tuan Bay promised the profits from 
mining would be shared with the Batek. We have always lived in this area, 
it is our land. We can’t kill, we are friends (the whites and the Batek). We 
eat together. You come and live in our village with us, we are friends. Why 
do people kill ( ɛ )? 

gêgensis
gen gê
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In the beginning, there was just sea. Tuhan (the creator) made the earth 
by whisking the water of the sea into a froth that solidified into earth on 
top of the back of the great who had risen to the level of the sea’s 
surface. The whisking of froth formed an island at Terengganu which 
became the earth we live on [‘ey Ajas demonstrates by frothing up a glass 
of tea]. This is how he made the earth. There were no trees, and there was 
just one river. At this time, the sun and the moon were in the sky together 
[night and day had not yet been differentiated]. After nine dry seasons the 
heat of the sun baked the earth hard. Following this, the hala’ ‘asal sent 
the first trees to earth. Tuhan made the first people; a man and a woman 
out of earth. When the sun rose, Tuhan sneezed ɲ  (moon life-
force) into the first couple. With the moon life-force, we would die and 
come back to life, die and come back to life with each new moon (bulan). 
Soon there were too many people and there wasn’t enough food for 
everyone so Tuhan removed the moon life-force from the people and gave 
everyone the banana life-force (ɲ  which we all have now. 
With the banana life-force, when you die your life-force continues in your 
child. The first island at Terengganu is the place of origins for the Batek 
and for all humans. There are not lots of different races; we are all Batek 
(human). The people were only differentiated later: the Malays, your 
people the whites, the Chinese, the Indians. It wasn’t that the Batek were 
made before other people, we are all  (humans). Our ancestors are 
the same. 

hala’
hala’

hala’  

hala’ ‘asal

naga’
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bulan 
bakès bulan kèn
ɲawa’ bulan ɲawa’ tom 

ɲawa’ betet
ɲawa’ satu

ɲawa’ bulan
ɲawa’ pisang  

ɲawa’ 
angin ɲawa’ cinhat
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Pasir Bolek

I have five fingers, you have fingers, we are the same, we can’t kill. We 
are friends. Your ancestors thanked us for showing them the iron ore. We 
don’t want to mine these resources. They (the British) cut down the trees 
to make the train line through Batek territory. All of this land is Batek 
land, our original land. We were made of this earth. We cannot kill. We 
remember our origins. The  government, the Malay kings they always 
want more. 

Bolek
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We dig for  (yams), we eat forest foods, not the town food. We know 
all about the origins of rice. There is one origin of people not many. People 
are all the same, we all have the same origins. We all come from 
Terengganu. Before, the Batek knew how to grow rice and how to write. 
That is another story which you already know. 

kabɛn

haram
gob

Before, the Batek would eat these [forest] foods all the time but now 
because of rice we eat less. However, Batek həp (forest Batek) still eat these 
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plants every day. When there is no rice the Malays go hungry but the 
Batek don’t because they know about these foods. All Batek aged about 10 
or more know about these foods. In the forest we have everything, food to 
eat, palms and bamboos to build shelters, and medicines for headaches, 
stomach aches and pregnancy. These medicines come from bark, roots, 
leaves. Some that we burn, some that we mix with water, some we mix 
with others, some we rub on the skin.” (Koh, Macang 17/04/08) 

par excellence 

hala’ ‘asal

hala’ ‘asal
hala’ ‘asal 

cɨp cam cɨp
talak

haram

hala ‘asal

hala’ tahun
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Long ago, the first people lived near where the earth had been first formed 
from the sea at Wɔs Trengannu. After this he created the first humans. At 
this time, there were no races, no Malays, no Bateks, no white people, there 
were just humans. At this time, there was no war. Everyone lived together 
at Wɔs Trengannu. This is what the old people say. There were no different 
countries (negara) then. People lived together on crops grown in a big 
clearing (ladang). But when Tak Kelemai (a shaman) burnt the crops, to 
escape the fire, we ran to the forest, the Malays ran to the river and the 
white people ran to the sea and went to your countries. We have curly hair 
because it was burnt in the heat of the fire. We lost our books in the fire, 
the Malays and the white people managed to keep their books. We were 
all the same, we all have five fingers. After the fire Tuhan named the 
different races (bangsa)—Bateks, Malays, Chinese, White People. It was 
Kelemai, the shaman who burnt the ladang. It was Kelemai who petrified 
many of the first people and animals who became the landscape features 

in our area. He wasn’t a Batek shaman or a Malay shaman, he was 
a shaman of the first people. The Malays call him Nūh (Noah) but he is 
Tak Kelembai. 
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It wasn’t that the Batek were 

made before other people, we are all batek (humans). Our ancestors are the same

hala’ ‘asal

Bolek

 

Najib (the prime minister of Malaysia) knows, Satu Malaysia (One 
Malaysia). He knows! Some people say everyone is different, the Batek, the 
Malays, the whites. But look. I have five fingers, you have five fingers. We 
are all the same! We are all batek (human). He [Najib] is making 
‘1Malaysia’. I have five fingers, you have five fingers, we all have five 
fingers. We are all the same we are all  (human). We cannot kill each 
other. You are good, you stay here with us. Malays never stay here. 
Semelai are , Jah Hut are , the Malays are , the white 
people are . Everyone is  (human). Count your fingers, you 
have five fingers. We all have five fingers. One country, 1Malaysia! I can’t 
hurt you, you can’t hurt me. It is prohibited . The white people are 

 (human). We are all the same. The Malays are angry, they get 
angry. We can’t get angry, you can’t get angry. The Malays are angry. 
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They log our forests and they know we don’t want them to, so they are 
angry with us. The government doesn’t help either. Why aren’t we 
represented in the government? I don’t have a government, why not? The 
state government at Khota Bharu doesn’t like me but they have five 
fingers like me. They are my government too. Look we all have five fingers. 
Everyone all humans have five fingers. We all have the same ancestor and 
we all have five fingers. 

Batek
batek

batek

batek

Ketuanan Melayu
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Najib says ‘1Malaysia’; we can all do what we want. We are all equal. But 
we can’t lawan [break prohibitions]. We can’t hurt or kill other people. It 
is . In Japan people committed , in Indonesia 
people committed . We should love each other not kill each other. 
This is what God (tuhan) says. All of our ancestors said this. Everyone has 
five fingers on their hand.  

lawac 
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MARGINALITY AND INTERCONNECTIVITY 

All margins are dangerous. If they are pulled this way or that the shape of 
fundamental experience is altered. Any structure of ideas is vulnerable at its margins. 

What is theoretically innovative, and politically crucial, is to think beyond narratives 
of originary and initial subjectivities and to focus on those moments or processes that 
are produced in the articulation of cultural differences. 

interconnected
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Early morning in March 2013, two men leave the village of Hariŋ (Aring 5) carrying 
the frail shrouded body of Juhi, a twenty-year old Batek Dè’ girl, on a small stretcher 
made from freshly cut branches. Climbing over the hill that lies behind Hariŋ, I follow 
the men with Na’ Klisom, Kunc and several of Juhi’s family members and friends as 
they make their way up a hill and cross the nearby oil-palm estate that stretches to 
the edge of Taman Negara about one kilometre away. We quietly follow a winding 
forest path for about ten minutes until we reach a clearing. Juhi’s father chooses a 
place near three small-to-medium sized trees where we will bury his daughter. A light 
rain glistens in the sunshine as it gently falls through the forest canopy. Although 
everyone is subdued, men quickly begin gathering and cutting branches and rattan 
which will be used to construct a platform and lean-to for Juhi’s body while women 
prepare a thatched roof. As people work, they quietly chat and even make the 
occasional joke. Everyone knows what must be done and people simply get on with 
their work without instruction. Juhi’s brother, ‘ey Klisom lightly admonishes me for 
not bringing my camera, he says that he wants people to know about the Batek’s 
customs, especially important traditions like tree-burials. Slowly, a small platform is 
constructed and attached to twelve upright poles about six-feet from the ground. Juhi’s 
father, ‘ey Jagung, tells me that normally he would have raised the platform much 
higher but as it is raining this could be dangerous. After finishing the platform, the 
men make a small lean-to shelter which is then attached to the platform. Juhi’s friends 
and family members whisper a few words over Juhi’s corpse (saro’) and say their 
goodbyes. Her body is then placed within the lean-to, with a few of her possessions: a 
hair comb, ring, and a few pieces of clothing. Some fragrant incense is blown over 
Juhi’s body and a small section of bamboo filled with water from a rattan vine is 
placed alongside her. Finally, the front of the shelter is closed over with some palm 
fronds. Slowly everyone leaves the clearing and walks back to the village. 
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sabɛn
məryɛn

Figure 9. Juhi’s tree burial. Photo taken April 13, 2013 approximately one month after 
the burial
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Ontological Anthropology and the 
Deferral of Critique
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